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Abstract—The proposal to merge all the associate banks to create a single very large bank and streamline operations 

were initiated/ put forward in 2008. In 2009 SBI absorbed State Bank of Indore. 2017 witnessed the major acquisition 

where 6 banks were merged with State Bank of India with effect from 1 April 2017. Mergers and acquisitions are taken 

up by companies to reap more benefits. The study deals with investigating the effect of merging of various banks with 

the nation’s largest bank.  The study involves Performance Analysis on merger Banks using liquidity position, 

Operational performance, profitability position and overall financial position. Analysis of returns is carried out by 

estimating Market Model and Market Adjusted Model and by computation of Abnormal returns. The empirical analysis 

considers Pre-merger study period as April 2012 to March 2017 and Post-merger study period from April 2017 to March 

2019. With the globalization of the economy, increased competition from both foreign and domestic banks and robust 

technology, there has been rapid change in the business environment of banking industry in last two decades. In order to 

overcome these challenges successfully, most of the banks have adopted a corporate restructuring strategy like merger 

and acquisitions. The purpose of the present paper is to analyse the pre and post-merger financial performance of State 

Bank of India with the help of various financial parameters such as investment ratios, management efficiency ratios, debt 

coverage ratios, leverage ratios, profitability ratios and profit and loss account ratios. Paired sample t-test is applied for 

the purpose of testing the statistical significance of various parameters. The study is based on secondary data covering 

eight years annual data of pre- and post-merger period. The study reveals that the State Bank of India (SBI) does not 

shows significant improvement in the financial performance in the post-merger period. There are some of the financial 

parameters have shown significant improvement during the post-merger period while most of the parameters have not 

shown significant improvement during the post-merger period. 

Keywords—Acquisitions, Economy, Financial Performance, Globalization, Merger. 

 

INTRODUCTION OF SBI ASSOCIATE BANK: 

Partner banks of India on first April 2017, converged with 5 of its partner banks and one other bank. This brought into 

SBI the 50 biggest banks on the planet. These partner banks included state bank of Jaipur, Bikaner, Mysore, Travancore, 

Hyderabad, and Patiala.  

State bank of India is a nationalized bank claimed by the administration of India. Since its merger in 2017, SBI has 

become the biggest bank in India. There are five partner banks of SBI and the 6th one is Bhartiya Mahaila Bank. The 

advancement of SBI as of late has been perceptible. It is the most established banks working in India. The state bank of 

India started its working with the foundation of bank of Calcutta in 1806. After three years in 1809, it was overhauled as 

the bank of Bengal. There are numerous reasons that were referred to for the merger. A portion of these are: this merger 

will diminish the unfortunate rivalry the PSBs. 

Further, it was hard for littler banks to support rivalry and different hazard standards. Additionally, because of the 

adjustments in guidelines as Basel 3, risk standards there was a prerequisite of consistence and innovation.  

With the merger, the advantage size of SBI turned into the biggest in the word. Banks are currently ready to concentrate 

more on defaulters. As a result of the merger, the numerous recuperations can be made simpler.  
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This was later followed as bank of Bombay and bank of Madras. These all banks were later bound together to from the 

royal bank of India.  

One of the significant focuses in the historical backdrop of SBI is the development of the first five-year plan in 1951.  

To serve the economy and the rustic area overall, an all India country credit review advisory group was shaped. This was 

down with the assistance of states.  

In this way, SBI was shaped framed four years after the fact in 1955. The goal of both these councils was the equivalent. 

Later in 1959, a demonstration was passed which empowered SBI to shape eight auxiliaries into one. 

HISTORY: 

The roots of the SBI lie in the first decade of the 19th century. When the bank of Calcutta later renamed the bank of 

Bengal. Was established on 2 /6/ 1806 the bank of Bengal was one of three presidency banks. The other two being the 

bank of Bombay (incorporated on 15 /4 1840) and the bank of madras (incorporated on 1/ July/1843 All three presidency 

banks were incorporated as joint stock companies and were the result of royal charters. These three banks received the 

exclusive right to issue paper currency till 1861 when. With the paper currency act. The right was taken over by the 

Government of India. The presidency banks amalgamated on 27 January 1921, and the re-organized banking entity took 

as its name imperial Bank of India. The Imperial Bank of India remained a joint stock company but without Government 

participation. 

In accordance with the arrangements of the State Bank of India Act of 1955, the Reserve bank of India, which is India's 

national bank, procured a controlling enthusiasm for the Imperial Bank of India. On 1 July 1955, the royal Bank of India 

turned into the State Bank of India. In 2008, the Government of India gained the Reserve Bank of India's stake in SBI to 

evacuate any contention because the RBI is the nation's banking administrative power.  

REVIEW OF LITERATURE:  

Gupta (2015) in her paper "Merger and Acquisitions in the Indian Banking Sector: A Study of Selected Banks" has 

assessed the impacts of merger and acquisitions on the budgetary presentation of the chose banks in India. The 

examination infers that during post-merger most of the money related boundaries have indicated huge improvement and 

there is a positive effect of merger and acquisitions on the monetary exhibition of the banks. Singh and Gupta (2015 in 

their paper "Effect of Merger and Acquisitions on Productivity and Profitability of Consolidation Banking Sector in 

India" broke down the effect on the efficiency and gainfulness of the inspected banks in India and analysed the quality 

and shortcoming of the blended banks in India. The examination reasons that when merger the budgetary presentation of 

the banks has expanded which edge to the addition of chose open and private area bank in Indian Banking division. 

Jeelanbasha and Arun (2016) led an examination on "Budgetary Performance Analysis of Post-Merger and Acquisition 

(A Case Study of ICICI Bank)" by utilizing different proportions. The investigation reasons that post- merger productivity 

has expanded from the decrease in working costs and increment in non-premium pay. Subsequently, bank is centering 

its business from forceful approach to preservationist strategy of loaning.  

As saw from above examinations, most of the work has been done on the merger of State Bank of Saurashtra and State 

Bank of India. In any case, not many examinations have concentrated on pre- and post- merger sway on the money related 

execution of the State bank of India (after the obtaining of State bank of Indore). 

There is no shortage in research identified with mergers and acquisitions. The different examination identified with the 

idea incorporate examination of strange returns, displaying of profits, examination of monetary exhibitions and different 

other measurable and financial investigation. Pawaskar (2001) broke down the pre-merger and post-merger working 

execution of 36 procuring firms during 1992-1995, utilizing proportions of gainfulness, development, influence and 

liquidity, and found that the securing firms performed better than industry normal as far as productivity. Relapse 

investigation, nonetheless, demonstrated that there was no expansion in the post-merger benefits contrasted with principle 

contenders of the getting firms. 

Said Elfakhani, Rita F. Ghantous and ImadBaalbaki (2003) study used the occasion study way to deal with investigate 

the super mergers that occurred in the financial business during 1998, to be specific that of Travelers Group with Citicorp, 

NationsBank with BankAmerica, and Bank One with First Chicago NBD.  

Effect of every one of the three mergers on investors' riches from both the procured and acquirer's point of view. The 

outcomes acquired showed that the market's response was sure during the on-occasion sub-period (for example days 0 
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and 1) for both the gained and acquirer in the Travelers-Citicorp merger; just for the acquirer in the NationsBank-

BankAmerica bargain, and for the procured firm on account of Bank One-First Chicago NBD merger.  

AbhayAbhyankar, Keng-Yu Ho and Huainan Zhao, (2005) considered the since quite a while ago run post-merger stock 

execution of UK obtaining firms utilizing the possibility of stochastic strength. The creators thought about the exhibition 

utilizing the whole appropriation of profits as opposed to just the mean as in customary occasion considers. The 

examination found that, by and large, securing firms do not altogether fail to meet expectations in three years after merger 

since no proof of first-or second request stochastic strength connection among acquirer and benchmark portfolios is 

watched. It was likewise seen that acquirers pay unreasonably enormous premiums and excessive charge is a potential 

purpose behind post-merger underperformance. By and large, the consequences of this investigation again underline the 

significance of looking at since quite a while ago run post-merger stock execution from elective points of view. 

IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY: 

According to the destinations of the administration combination has been pointed as an apparatus of making world size 

banks regardless of the difficulties that have been presented. At the point when at first consolidated as an arrangement in 

the Banking Regulation Act, 1949; the prime target was to make a system with the goal that feeble banks could be kept 

from genuine outcomes of liquidation and disintegration. Coming up short of one bank would prompt disappointment of 

the Banking industry and for this alert; RBI was endowed with the ability to obligatorily consolidate the frail manages 

an account with the solid ones so as to get away from misfortunes and liabilities. Yet, as clear from the contextual 

analyses, M&A in banking is being looked for some different purposes. Most likely, union is a major instrument in look 

after liquidity, guaranteeing straightforwardness in business and viable oversight, yet the way that a solitary bank would 

be presented to dubious and unpredicted fundamental hazard.  

It is fascinating to take note of that the administration points of not many universal banks through the solidification 

procedure, though banks see some of them to be presented to worldwide rivalry. SBI converged with its partner banks to 

have expanded accounting report and economies of scale. With this merger SBI has gone into the association of top 50 

worldwide banks. 

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM: 

SBI converging with different banks is certainly not another thing. In 2010, SBI converged with State Bank of Indore 

and in 2008, it converged with State Bank of Saurashtra in both the cases the primary thought process was the Expansion 

of its size, advantage of scale and extent of economy. In 1995, SBI converged with Kashinath Seth save money with an 

intention of rebuilding of powerless bank. Again in 2008, State Bank of India converged with Centurion Bank of Punjab. 

From every one of these mergers post budgetary execution was bad. There was no noteworthy improvement in the 

presentation after merger. This circumstance is not just in India yet observed in many creating nations. Execution has 

been improved post-merger in created nations however the inverse is found in creating nations. Disregarding this, The 

State Bank of India has gone into uber merger with its 5 partner banks in 2017. Thus, there is a need to dissect the money 

related execution pre and present merger on check whether there is any improvement in its monetary presentation. This 

assists with knowing whether there is any change or history has rehashed even though this choice is taken openly intrigue. 

NEEDS OF THE STUDY: 

i. If the merger experiences, the consolidated substance will be positioned as the 45th biggest bank all-inclusive 

as far as resources, up 7 positions from its present 52nd position.  

ii. Post the merger, the expense to-pay proportion will descend by 100 premise focuses a year. The expense to-

salary proportion is only the organization's expenses comparable to its pay. To get the proportion, working 

expense of an organization must be partitioned by its working salary.  

iii. Post the merger, SBI's worker expenses could ascend by Rs 23 crore a month.  

iv. The five auxiliaries have around 6,400 branches and 38,000 workers. As on 2014-15, SBI had more than 14000 

branches, including 191 remote workplaces spread across 36 nations, with worker quality at 2,22,033.  

OBJECTIVES OF STUDY: 

• The fundamental goal of the examination in to assess the effect of pre- and post- merger on the money related 

execution of state bank of India utilizing monetary proportions.  

• To discover the explanations for the uber merger of the State Bank of India.  
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• To examinations the budgetary exhibition of pre- and post-merger of the State Bank of India.  

• To examinations the effect of the merger on the budgetary exhibition of the State Bank of India.  

• To recognize the budgetary presentation of the state bank India.  

• To find out the adjustments in the pre and post productivity execution.  

• To decide the huge connection between the pre and post monetary to break down the effect of merger of Bharat  

• Understudy SBI and its partner bank merger.  

• Discover the purpose for the SBI and its partner bank merger.  

• Benefits of SBI partner bank merger.  

• Challenges need to look by SBI.  

• Share appropriation of various partner banks and SBI.  

• Know about status of SBI after merger.  

• Understood effect of Indian financial division just as Indian economy.  

• Delisting portion of its partner banks.  

• To assess the banks execution as far as gainfulness.  

• To break down the budgetary situation of SBI before merger.  

• To dissect the money related situation of SBI after merger.  

• To contrast the monetary situation of SBI and pre- and post-merger. 

SCOPE OF THE STUDY: 

This examination covers the activity of SBI dependent on merger. The finding will be useful for the bank to improve 

their monetary exhibition later. The extent of the money work was treated by the customary methodology in the limited 

feeling of obtainment of store by the bank to meet their financing needs. A point by point portrayal of this significant 

occasion comprised the second component as the extent of this field of scholastic examination. 

This examination is constrained to the investigation of Financial Performance of State bank of India. 

LIMITATION OF THE STUDY: 

• This study disregards the effect of potential contrasts in the bookkeeping techniques embraced by various banks.  

• The cost of obtaining of M&A's was not concede in the approach.  

• The factors which driven in M&A's in banks were not considered.  

• The study is confined to a time of five years.  

• The examination depends just upon the yearly report of banks.  

• The examination depends just on the auxiliary proportion. 

RESEARCH METHODS  

SOURCE OF DATA: 

The examination led depends on the optional information. The source of information, for example, State Bank of India 

Annual report, Ace Analyzer, related diaries from ProQuest, JSTOR and from important sites was utilized.  

STATISTICAL TOOLS: 

CAMEL boundary, normal, positioning (clear measurements) and combined t-test are utilized to examination State Bank 

of India's general money related execution pre- and post-merger. Normally CAMEL model is considered as a noteworthy 

boundary for investigating the money related execution of the banks (Kaur, 2010), (Mohiuddin, 2014). The primary point 

of CAMEL boundary is to reveal issues before they glare themselves. RBI has set up this model with the goal that the 

banks can basically break down their budget summaries and evaluate the wellbeing of their banks. The principle thought 

process of this model is to help in relative investigation of the banks. The principle favourable position of this model is 

that it centers around top key angles which are required. 

 

 

RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS: 
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H1: There is no significant difference between pre- and post-merger investment standards of State Bank of India.  

H2: There is significant difference between pre- and post- merger management efficiency standards of State Bank of 

India. 

H3: There is no significant difference between pre- and post- merger debt coverage ratios of State Bank of India. 

H4: There is no significant difference between pre- and post- merger Profitability standards of State Bank of India. 

H5: There is no significant difference between pre- and post- merger Profit and loss ratios of State Bank of India.  

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION: 

RATIO ANALYSIS: 

TABLE 1: CASH DEPOSIT RATIO 

Particulars 
Pre- Merger Post- Merger 

2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18  2018-2019 

Cash in Hand 47593.97 58977.46 37838.33 43974.03 41501.46 45557.69 

Balances with RBI 84955.66 115883.84 129629.33 127997.62 150397.18 176,932.42 

Deposit 1394408.5 1576793.2 1730722.4 2044751.4 2706343.3 2,911,386.01 

Cash-Deposit Ratio 0.1 0.11 0.1 0.08 0.07 0.07 

The above table shows about cash-deposit ratio of the bank for the last years from 2014 to 2018. The cash deposit ratio 

got decreased from 0.10 to 0.07 from 2014 to 2019 

TABLE 2: CREDIT-DEPOSIT RATIO 

Particulars 
Pre-merger Post-merger 

2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-2018 2018-2019 

Total advances  1209828.72 1300026.39 1463700.42 1571078.38 1,934,880.19 2,185,876.92 

Total deposit 1394408.51 1576793.24 1730722.44 2044751.39 2,706,343.29 2,911,386.01 

Credit deposit ratio 86.76 82.45 84.57 76.83 71.49 75.08 

The above table shows about Credit-Deposit Ratio of the bank for the last years from 2014 to 2018. The cash deposit 

ratio got decreased from 86.76 to 78.08 from 2014 to 2019 

TABLE 3: CREDIT INVESTMENT DEPOSIT RATIO 

Particulars 

 Pre-Merger  Post-Merger 

2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-2019 

Total Advances 1209828.72 1300026.39 1463700.42 1571078.38 1934880.19 2,185,876.92 

Total Investment 1394408.51 1576793.24 1730722.44 2044751.39 2706343.29 967,021.95 

Total Deposit 1394408.51 1576793.24 1730722.44 2044751.39 2706343.29 2,911,386.01 

(Credit + Investment) – 

Deposit Ratio 
186.76 182.45 184.57 176.83 171.49 108.29 

The above table shows about credit investment deposit ratio of the bank for the last years from 2014 to 2018. The cash 

deposit ratio got decreased from 186.76 to 171.49 from 2014 to 2019 
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TABLE 4: DEPOSIT TO TOTAL LIABILITIES RATIO 

Particulars 
 Pre-Merger  Post-Merger 

2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 

Total Deposit 1394408.51 1576793.24 1730722.44 2044751.39 2706343.29 2,911,386.01 

Total Liabilities 129590.96 132449.74 865027.48 1046440.93 1040781.75 3,656,260.31 

Deposit to Total 

Liabilities Ratio 
1076.01 1190.48 200.08 195.40 260.03 79.62 

The above table shows about Deposit to total Liabilities Ratio of the bank for the last years from 2014 to 2018. The cash 

deposit ratio got decreased from 1076.31 to 1190.48 from 2014 to 2019. 

TABLE 5: INTEREST INCOME TO TOTAL ASSETS RATIO 

Particulars 

Pre-Merger Post-Merger 

2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-2019 

Interest Income 136,350.80 152,397.07 163,685.31 175,518.24 220,499.32 242,868.65 

Interest Expenses 87,068.63 97,381.82 106,803.49 113,658.50 145,645.60 154,519.78 

Total Assets 1792234.60 2048079.80 2259063.03 2705966.30 3454752.00 3,656,260.31 

Net Interest Margin to 

Total Assets Ratio 
2.75 2.69 2.52 2.29 2.17 2.41 

The above table shows about Net Interest Margin to Total Assets Ratio of the bank for the last years from 2014 to 2018. 

The Net Interest Margin to Total Assets Ratio got decreased from 2.75 to 2.41 from 2014 to 2019. 

TABLE 6: NONINTEREST INCOME TO TOTAL ASSETS RATIO: 

Particulars 

Pre-Merger Post-Merger 

2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-2019 

Non-Interest Income 18,552.92 22,575.89 28,158.36 35,460.93 44,600.69 36,774.89 

Total Assets 1792234.60 2048079.80 2259063.03 2705966.30 3454752.00 3,656,260.31 

Non-Interest Income to 

Total Assets Ratio 
1.04 1.10 1.25 1.31 1.29 1.00 

The above table shows about Non-Interest Income to Total Assets Ratio of the bank for the last years from 2014 to 2018. 

The Non-Interest Income to Total Assets Ratio got increased from 1.04 to 1.00 from 2014 to 2019. 

TABLE 7: RETURN ON EQUITY RATIO 

Particulars 
Pre-Merger Post-Merger 

2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-2019 

Net Profit 10,891.51 13,101.89 9,950.98 10,484.42 -12,954.83 726.10 

Capital 746.57 746.57 776.28 797.35 892.46 892.46 

Reserves and Surplus 117,535.68 127,691.65 143,498.16 155,903.06 193,388.12 195,367.42 

Return on Equity Ratio 9.21 10.20 6.90 6.69 -6.67 0.37 

The above table shows about return on Equity Ratio of the bank for the last years from 2014 to 2019. The Return on 

Equity Ratio got decreased from 9.21 to 0.37 from 2014 to 2019. 
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TABLE 8: OPERATING PROFIT RATIO OF STATE BANK OF INDIA BEFORE MERGING  

FROM 2015-2017 

No. of years Operating Profit Ratio 

2014-2015 24.21 

2015-2016 22.04 

2016-2017 22.17 

• In the above financial structure, the SBI operating ratio value from different years has been implemented. 

• In the initial year 2014-2015 the operating profit was 24.21 value which is highest value comparing to the rest of 

the two years. 

• When coming to 2016-2017 year the operating profit was came little down when compared to the 2014-2015 year. 

• This operating ratio margin of three years is before merging SBI with its associate banks. 

TABLE 9: OPERATING PROFIT RATIO OF STATE BANK OF INDIA AFTER MERGING  

FROM 2018-2019 

No. of years Operating Profit Ratio 

2017-2018 19.98 

2018-2019 24.51 

• The above table, it is clearly showing that there is a fluctuation 

• In the year 2017-2018 the operating profit is 19.98 

• In the year 2018-2019 the operating profit is 24.51 

• Operating profit is increased in the year 2018-2019 

• These financial fluctuations are taken after merging two years data. 

TABLE 10: NET PROFIT RATIO OF STATE BANK OF INDIA BEFORE MERGING FROM 2015-2017 

No. of Years Net Profit Ratio 

2014-2015 0.68 

2015-2016 0.45 

2016-2017 0.42 

• The above financial structure the SBI Net Profit Ratio value from different years has been implemented 

• In the structure there was implemented three years of data 

• In the initial year 2014-2015 the operating profit was 0.68 value which is highest value comparing to the rest of the 

two years 

• When coming to 2016-2017 year the net profit year was came little down when compared to the 2014-2015 years 

• These net profit margins of three years is before merging SBI with its associate banks. 
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TABLE 11: NET PROFIT RATIO OF STATE BANK OF INDIA AFTER MERGING FROM 2018-2019 

No. of years Net Profit Ratio  

2017-2018 -0.21  

2018-2019 0.02  

• The above table, it is clearly showing that there is a fluctuation 

• In the year 2017-2018 the operating profit is -0.21 

• In the year 2018-2019 the operating profit is 0.02 

• Net profit is increased in the year 2018-2019 

• These financial fluctuations are taken after merging two years data 

TABLE 12: QUICK RATIO OF STATE BANK OF INDIA BEFORE MERGING FROM 2015-2017 

No. of years Quick Ratio 

2014-2015 18.06 

2015-2016 13.83 

2016-2017 11.94 

• In the above financial structure, the SBI quick Ratio value from different years has been implemented. 

• In the structure there was implemented three years of data. 

• In the initial year 2014-2015 the quick Ratio was 11.02 value which is highest value comparing to the rest of the 

two years 

• When coming to 2016-2017 year the quick ratio value was increased when compared to the 2014-2015 year. 

• These quick Ratio of three years is before merging SBI with its associate banks. 

TABLE 13: QUICK RATIO OF STATE BANK OF INDIA AFTER MERGING FROM 2018-2019 

 

 

 

 

 

➢ The above table, it is clearly showing that there is a fluctuation. 

➢ In the year 2017-2018 the Quick Ratio is 13.83.  

➢ In the year 2018-2019 the Quick ratio is 18.06. 

➢ Quick is increased in the year 2018-2019. 

➢ In 2018-2019 the quick ratio was higher than compared to all previous four years after merging takes place 

 

 

No. of years Quick Ratio 

2017-2018 10.89 

2018-2019 11.02 
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TABLE 14: Capital Adequacy Ratio of State Bank of India before Merging from 2015-2017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) In the above financial structure, the SBI capital adequacy Ratio value from different years has been implemented 

2) In the structure there was implemented three years of data 

3) In the initial year 2014-2015 the capital adequacy Ratio was 12.00 value which is highest value 

comparing to the rest of the two years 

4) When coming to 2016-2017 year the capital adequacy value has similar when compared to the 2014-2015 year 

5) This capital adequacy margin of three years is before merging SBI with its associate banks. 

TABLE 15: CAPITAL ADEQUACY RATIO OF STATE BANK OF INDIA AFTER MERGING  

FROM 2018-2019 

No. of years Capital Adequacy Ratio 

2017-2018 12.60 

2018-2019 12.72 

 

TABLE 16: CURRENT RATIO OF STATE BANK OF INDIA BEFORE MERGING FROM 2015-2017 

No. of years Current Ratio 

2014-2015 0.06 

2015-2016 0.07 

2016-2017 0.07 

• In the above money related structure, the SBI Current Ratio esteem from various years has been executed 

• In the structure there was executed three years of information 

• In the underlying year 2014-2015 the Current Ratio was 0.06 worth which is most noteworthy worth 

contrasting with the remainder of the two years  

• When coming to 2016-multiyear the Current Ratio esteem has comparative when contrasted with the 2014-

multi year  

No. of years Capital Adequacy Ratio 

2014-2015 12.00 

2015-2016 13.12 

2016-2017 13.11 

1) The above table, it is clearly showing that there is a fluctuation 

2) In the year 2017-2018 the Capital Adequacy Ratio is 12.60 

3) In the year 2018-2019 the Capital Adequacy is 12.72 

4) Capital Adequacy is increased in the year 2018-2019 

5) In 2018-2019 the Capital Adequacy was similar compared to all previous two years after merging takes place 
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• These Current Ratio of three years is before consolidating SBI with its partner banks 

• These Current Ratio of three years is before consolidating SBI with its partner banks 

TABLE 17: CURRENT RATIO OF STATE BANK OF AFTER BEFORE MERGING FROM 2018-2019 

No. of years Current Ratio 

2017-2018 0.08 

2018-2019 0.09 

• The above table, it is clearly showing that there is a variance  

• In the year 2018 the current proportion is 0.08  

• In the year 2019 the current proportion is 0.08  

• Current proportion is expanded in the year 2019 

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY: 

• The money store proportion is not steady with the bank. When contrasted with pre-merger the money close by 

got decreased in the last monetary year because of merger.  

• The Credit-Deposit Ratio is steady with the bank. When contrasted with pre-merger the money close by got 

decreased in the last budgetary year because of merger which is a decent sign for the bank.  

• The credit venture store proportion is not steady with the bank. When contrasted with pre- merger the ventures 

got decreased in the last money related year because of merger.  

• The Deposit to Total Liabilities Ratio is steady with the bank. When contrasted with pre- merger the liabilities 

got diminished in the last money related year because of merger.  

• The Net Interest Margin to Total Assets Ratio is not steady with the bank. When contrasted with pre-merger the 

costs got expanded in the last budgetary year because of merger.  

• Non-Interest Income to Total Assets Ratio is steady with the bank. When contrasted with pre-merger the non-

intrigue salary got expanded in the last budgetary year because of merger.  

• Return on Equity Ratio is not steady with the bank. When contrasted with pre-merger the net benefit got 

diminished in the last money related year because of merger.  

• With different relapse ventures are straightforwardly corresponding to net benefit and the elements stores and 

overflow and borrowings are contrarily corresponding to net benefit.  

SUGGESTIONS: 

• Currently SBI were having extremely low net benefit esteem so to determine it they ought to be taken the correct 

cure measures to be better in the following budgetary year.  

• The bank strength likewise sketchy even this examination additionally uncovers that to keep up the steadiness 

of SBI for the following monetary years.  

• Even to defeat with precariousness the SBI can glance in the Non-performing resource for diminish later money 

related years.  

• By decreasing the Non-performing resource exercises may not build the net benefit estimation of SBI inside one 

day yet the shakiness of bank can be controlled. 

CONCLUSION:  

The end is that after the merger the net benefit has been declined and the solidness of the bank is been faulty. So, the 

bank needs to take care of this variables to build the benefit and security which prompts increment in share an incentive 

in future timeframe.  
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The end is SBI is yet confronting the internals activities issues like HR gives more individuals are actualizing in the 

association for them whole association structure ought to be clarified. SBI is in extremely low in the net benefit after the 

blending and furthermore the steadiness of the bank is sketchy even the investigation of this report uncovers the 

equivalent. In this way, SBI should glance into it for been productive and increment the offer estimation of the bank. To 

stay away from that shakiness SBI should take the cure measures for the following budgetary years. Even though this net 

benefit of the bank is low before converging with banks the net benefit is in a decent degree worth and it has been 

successful yet right now it was extremely low. On the off chance that it is proceeds with the bank cannot be supported in 

the market in the up and coming years. To oversee net benefit bank unquestionably investigate NPA (net Performing 

resources) exercises if they are dealt with the net benefit may not increment high inside a brief timeframe however it may 

be adjusted.  
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